CA EDUCATION COURSE DESCRIPTION

CA API Management SaaS: Foundations
200

Course Overview

PRODUCT RELEASE
CA API Management SaaS

COURSE TYPE, LENGTH & CODE
 Web‐based Training (WBT)
 Two (2) hours

APIs are becoming ubiquitous as enterprises increasingly need to open up to mobile
devices, cloud‐based services, partners and third‐party developers. CA API
Developer Portal Enhanced Experience provides a single solution that can not only
accommodate internal API initiatives to empower in‐house developers, but can also
act as the cornerstone of external API initiatives with partner access, cloud
integration, mobile enablement and so on.
By eliminating the need to deploy multiple solutions from multiple vendors, CA API
Developer Portal Enhanced Experience can greatly reduce technology acquisition
costs, infrastructure requirements and maintenance overhead. In this course, you
will quickly become familiar with the features available with CA API Management
SaaS so that you can effectively manage APIs and application with developers.

What You Will Learn
 Understand the CA API Developer Portal Enhanced Experience component
architecture

 40AMS20020

 Understand how the Policy Builder enables you to publish an API with multiple
policy templates

PREREQUISITES

 Understand how to manage APIs by organizations and easily switch between
organizations

 40API10020: CA API
Management: Technical
Overview 100
 40AGW20011 or 40AGW2001S:
CA API Gateway v9.x:
Foundations 200

 Understand how the changes to the default access for organization
administrators has been extended to enable them to manage their own APIs
 Understand that you now use the CA Jarvis backing service for persisting
analytics data
 Understand the enhancements made to system APIs enable you to script
additional portal operations using Portal and Metrics APIs

Course Description: CA API Management SaaS: Foundations 200

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
 Application Developer
 API Portal Administrator
 Implementation Consultant
 Service Support Manager
 Technical Support Manager

For Managers
With the veritable explosion of mobile technology, the rise of the cloud, and the
emergence of the Internet of Things, the enterprise today is being forced to expose
data once considered sacred to a shareable asset outside the organization. The CA
API Management suite provides enterprises with a comprehensive set of solutions
that externalize the data and services exposed by APIs in a secure, reliable, and
manageable way. The “storefront” of the suite is the CA API Management SaaS
product, which helps to engage and onboard internal and third‐party developers. In
this course, your team will be able to quickly become familiar with the product so
that they can use the features available in it to effectively manage the interaction of
your companies APIs and applications with developers.

Course Agenda
Module 1: Describe the Features
Access CA API Management SaaS
 Examine CA API Management SaaS
administrator tasks
 Create account plans and manage
organizations
 Manage APIs
 Examine CA API Management SaaS
developer tasks
 Analyze data
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